V IEWPOINT

Instructional Rounds
with HOW2s

Instructional Rounds centres around observing teaching, not
teachers. It brings a new level of rigour to observations from its
medical origins. HOW2s assist in providing teachers with choices
for their theories of action: the plans to address the learning needs
of their students.
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So, number 3…
what do you think?

Well...

1
TEACHER
QUESTIONS
AND ALERTS
The teacher sets up
the task.

GROUP 1
DISCUSS
QUESTION
Groups discuss the
question and agree
an answer they can
all explain.

INDIVIDUALS
NUMBER
THEMSELVES
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one member from
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our students’
learning needs are…
(state precisely)

we’ll use
these HOW2s…
(state which)

our students
will learn…
(state precisely)

SET UP

PROBLEM OF PRACTICE

THEORY OF ACTION

Join three other departments to start an Instructional
Rounds practice. Each department contributes three
teachers to participate.

Assign one of the departments to become the first
focus of the rounds. If it’s your department, ask the
teachers who will be observed to identify what’s called
a problem of practice: an aspect of their students’
learning they’d like to improve — something they
haven’t managed to do so far.

Next, ask them to work out a plan to meet their
students’ learning needs. This plan is called a theory of
action and should be written in a series of if…then
statements in order to show a clear causal link between
their teaching and their students’ improved learning.
The teachers now find HOW2s that best fits their theory
of action plan.
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DON’T JUDGE
GOOD/BAD?
DON’T LOOK UP

NOTE ONLY
BEHAVIOURS

COMMUNICATE TO OBSERVERS

ORGANISE OBSERVATION ROTA

OBSERVATIONS

The department teachers being observed communicate
their problem of practice, theory of action and other
departmental background information to your rounds
colleagues. While you study their material, they get to
grips with their chosen HOW2s, making any necessary
adaptations to best fit their classes.

You and your department colleagues, along with
colleagues from the other two departments (9 teachers
in all), form three teams of three (one teacher from
each department in a group). Together, you plan to
visit a rotation of three classes for around 20 minutes
each.

During your observation, follow these protocols”
n No talking among yourselves
n Look down (at students), not up (at teachers)
n Decide beforehand what to look for
n Take notes
n Make your observations descriptive.
Don’t note what you think is missing. Or what you like,
approve or, or not. Only note behaviours.
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And here…

PATTERNS CONTRASTS
EVIDENCE SPECIFIC
TO PROBLEM OF
PRACTICE
QUESTIONS

POST UP YOUR STICKY NOTES

GROUP THE STICKY NOTES

PLOT THE STICKY NOTES

After all the classroom observations, meet with all
your observation colleagues from the other groups, for
a debrief session. Once gathered together in one room,
stay in your observation groups to work together for
the first part.In your group take turns to share your
descriptions of what you observed. Make sure no
evaluations, or vague platitudes, creep in. Working
individually, write up one description per sticky note.
Then one person at a time, read out your sticky note as
you post it on the wall. Answer any clarifying question
or request for specificity from your colleagues.

When all the stickies are on the wall and all questions
answered, start to organise them, collaboratively, into
groups — an Affinity Diagram. Then label the groups
of stickies that emerge.

Now join the other groups of observers and compare
each other’s Affinity Diagrams (or alternative way of
organising the stickies). Look for patterns, similarities
and differences. Building on this survey, work with the
whole group to complete a set four-quadrant grid.
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TRAINER
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NUMBER
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YOUR LEARNING

PREDICT STUDENT LEARNING

SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS

Lastly for this analysis stage, back in your observing
groups, discuss what each of you learned, what
patterns you saw and what you might be wondering.

Again working in your observing group, ask yourself,
“If I were a student in these classes and did what I was
requested, what would I know and be able to do?”. Then
share your answers and probe your colleagues’
responses. The aim is to create a crystal clear causal
link between teaching and the learning outcomes (as
you witnessed).

With your built-up understanding of what you
observed, work as a whole group to make conclusions
of how the teaching could have been amended to
improve the students’ learning. You can address this at
three time scales: next week, next month, next year.
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our students’
learning needs are…
(state precisely)

we’ll use
these HOW2s…
(state which)

our students
will learn…
(state precisely)

SET UP

1

4

2

3

IMPROVE THEORY OF ACTION

MOVE ON TO NEXT DEPARTMENT

Finally, go back to the original theories of action, and
with your conclusions clearly in mind, improve them.
In particular, note where there was a reliance on hope
in reaching the intended student learning. Identify
these gaps in planning and add the missing
components, forming stronger causal links between
the teaching and the student learning. You have
completed the first round. Communicate your
thinking to the observed teachers, as a point of
interest, not as a recommendation.

You are ready to start the second round on the next
department. Repeat the same steps and continue until
all four departments have been observed.
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THE HOW2 PROCESS
Whatever the CPD activity, the HOW2 process applies
and aligns to it. Above, you see how it matches to the
stages of the Instructional Rounds process.

